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Abstract

This paper examines endgame behavior, specifically the behavior of managers whose primary concern is to retain their jobs. Managers are taken to be of two types, good and bad, and only one manager is randomly selected as the firm’s first-period manager. The manager unobservably chooses the mean and standard deviation (limited by a mean-standard deviation frontier) of the process that generates his observable performance. The good manager can choose higher values of the mean of the outcome-generating process, for given standard deviation, than the bad manager can. After the first of the two periods, the firm’s owner must choose to retain or replace her manager based upon performance. In an endgame-perfect Bayesian equilibria of this reputation game, a good manager chooses a strategy with minimal standard deviation for a given mean while a bad manager chooses a strategy of maximal standard deviation for a given mean. Examples of this type of behavior drawn from finance and sports are given in the paper. The perfect Bayesian equilibria of this game also include conservative, reckless, and herd managerial behavior. © 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

A typical basketball game is characterized by an ever-widening divergence in tactics as the game approaches its conclusion. The team that is leading tends to play cautiously and
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slow down the game’s pace even under the pressure of the ‘shot clock.’ The trailing team invariably adopts the antithesis of the leading team’s approach. The endgame tactics of trailing teams are dominated by fast breaks and desperate attempts for three-point baskets.

It is our belief that the incentives often facing managers concerned with enhancing or protecting their reputations are analogous to those faced in basketball’s endgame. A manager is ‘ahead’ when his performance to date has enhanced his reputation. Such a manager can be expected to avoid taking risks that may endanger his reputation even if these risks are well justified from the owner’s perspective. A manager is ‘behind,’ however, when performance to date has eroded his reputation. Such a manager must restore his reputation or face dismissal. Such managers are likely to take excessive risks in hope of salvaging their reputations. After all, the money being gambled with belongs to someone else and, if nothing is done, unemployment is unavoidable. Hence, there is little to lose.

In this paper, we will present a model in which managers of varying abilities choose strategies for their companies while companies only decide whether or not to retain managers. A strategy determines the mean and standard deviation of the company’s performance. Better managers have access to strategies that dominate those of less-capable managers in the sense that better managers can choose strategies with a higher mean for a given standard deviation or lower standard deviation for a given mean. One intuitively appealing perfect Bayesian equilibrium to this game is that the less-capable managers deliberately choose high-standard deviation strategies, exactly like the trailing basketball team, while more capable managers choose low-standard deviation strategies, exactly like the leading basketball team. We call this equilibrium an ‘endgame’ equilibrium.

We believe that the conditions required to induce this equilibrium are often observed in the real world. Managers who are candidates for endgame-type behavior are likely to work for firms where direct observation of managers is costly, leading owners to infer both manager abilities and decisions based on observation of easily-identifiable benchmarks, such as earnings, sales, or free cash flow. Such conditions are common in firms where (1) ownership is sufficiently dispersed that the costs of monitoring manager decision making is prohibitive for any single or small group of shareholders or (2) the firm is sufficiently small that it has not attracted any objective analytical following among financial firms. Publicly-owned firms that share these characteristics are well represented on all the major stock exchanges.

Endgame incentives arise when a firm must make a judgement to retain an employee. Long-term contracts would then seem to be a way of minimizing this effect. However, long-term contracts are effectively impossible in many industries and situations. The securities industry is the best example. Money flows into and out of mutual funds quite rapidly in response to fund performance. Some funds place penalties on early withdrawal or charge points to limit mobility, but the mobility persists. Consider a fund owner’s incentives. If the owner contracts to retain managers that he would not retain in a world without commitment, the owner will lose his customers to new firms that have no such contracts. Since the customers cannot be committed, the firm owner cannot be committed either. It is, just as modeled, first-period performance that determines second-period retention.

Endgame reputational incentives have implications for the firm’s capital structure. Distortions of the firm’s choices regarding risks and return may raise the cost of debt capital providing an additional constraint on the firm’s attempts to attain an optimal debt/equity
ratio. In situations where bankruptcy costs are high, it is even conceivable that the incentive for poor managers to take excessive risks may lead to complete extinction of certain classes of firms which, absent the moral hazard of endgame incentives, would have played a productive role in society.

A vivid illustration of endgame behavior among managers is furnished by the tale of a hapless Chilean copper trader. Working the graveyard shift, the trader incorrectly entered a trade and lost a few million dollars for Chile’s national copper firm. Desiring to cover up his embarrassing error, the trader proceeded to engage in a series of futures speculations using the firm’s money. The trader’s original aim was to make good the initial loss before he was reprimanded. After a series of additional losses, the trader’s objective became to make good the losses before he was dismissed. As losses mounted even further, the objective became to make good the losses before being arrested. As this process developed, the level of risk taken by the trader grew ever larger. His losses were finally noticed, and the trader was arrested but only after he had managed to lose US$ 200 million (living proof that individuals can, indeed, have a noticeable impact on national accounts).

Given recent financial debacles, it appears that the monitoring of manager decision making is particularly costly in financial trading and that endgame behavior is rampant in financial firms. Empirical evidence that portfolio managers alter the risk/return characteristics of their investments in order to affect their reputations (as measured by the flow of money into funds that they manage) is provided in Chevalier and Ellison (1995) and Falkenstein (1996).

There are five sections in this paper. In Section 2, we briefly review the research conducted so far on the importance of managerial reputation in influencing firm decision making. In Section 3, we define the basic parameters of a labor market and delineate formal mathematical conditions for perfect Bayesian equilibria in that market. In Section 4, we present a class of graphically and algebraically tractable examples that exhibit endgame behavior. In Section 5, we conclude the paper by summarizing and analyzing our results and by discussing the implications of endgame behavior for mechanism design.

2. Literature review

Since the subject was first introduced in Fama (1980), there has been a growing appreciation of the influence of reputational effects in dictating the behavior of agents. Holmstrom (1982) first discussed the possibility that managers of firms, fearing that they would be revealed as inferior, could choose to forgo investment projects that owners would have found desirable. Holmstrom suggested that reputational effects could thus be used as a justification for the widely accepted belief that large firms were managed too conservatively. Holmstrom and Ricart i Costa (1986) extended Holmstrom’s presentation, further emphasizing the tendency of managers to avoid desirable investments that could expose them to undesirable reputational effects. In addition, they suggested contractual mechanisms that alleviated the misalignment of owner and manager risk preferences. Contractual and informational issues related to this framework were further developed in Ricart i Costa (1989). Gibbons and Murphy (1992) test the form of managerial incentives with a sample of chief executive officers.
An extreme form of managerial conservatism is the herding behavior described in Scharfstein and Stein (1990). In their formulation, managers converged on identical strategies in order to assure that they could do no worse than average. While doing better than average carried rewards, these were outweighed by the costs of underperformance. Hence, all managers mimicked each other in order to assure that they would have average performance. While herding is clearly a conservative strategy, it does not imply that clients are always exposed to less-than-optimal levels of risk. One of the portfolio managers quoted by Scharfstein and Stein recounts that he was well aware of the stock market’s excessive risk in September 1987, but would not lower his exposure to equities since ‘it was too dangerous to do so.’

Huddart (1996) presented a reputational portfolio management model that induced all types of portfolio managers to take excessive risks. In Huddart’s model, one investment security’s risk/return profile stochastically dominated the other. There were two portfolio managers. One was better informed than the other and, if he demonstrated this during the first period, he would be rewarded during the second period. The informed portfolio manager would receive a private signal regarding the inferior security that could make it more attractive. If the information was sufficiently favorable, he would overweight the inferior security. Although all managers chose their portfolios simultaneously, the uninformed manager’s need to maximize his chance of appearing to be the informed manager would lead him to overweight the inferior security as well even though his information did not justify such a decision. Meanwhile, the informed manager’s desire to maximize his chance of appearing to be informed would lead him to overweight the inferior security to an extent greater than that justified by the superior information that he possessed.

Zwiebel (1995) also addressed managerial conservatism, presenting a model in which managers had two alternative investment projects to choose from. One project-return profile stochastically dominated the other, but the inferior project’s outcome more clearly signaled the manager’s true level of ability. Average managers preferred the inferior investment that clearly signaled that they were average. Exceptionally capable managers chose the superior investment since they were confident that their abilities would be recognized anyway. Poor managers chose the superior investment since they hoped that the noisier signal would mask their true level of ability.

The model that we present in Section 3 can generate equilibria similar to those of Holmstrom (managerial conservatism), Huddart (managerial recklessness), and Scharfstein and Stein (herd behavior). As we will show in Section 4, it can also generate endgame equilibria.

3. A general two-period model

In this model, an owner hires a manager, observes the manager’s performance in the first of the two periods, and then decides whether or not to retain or replace the manager prior to the second period. Managers are of two types, i, which are good, G, or bad, B. In the first period, the owner knows only the population frequency of good managers, \( P_G \), and bad managers, \( P_B \). Therefore, she hires a manager at random. The employed manager takes an action, which, along with a random process, determines the first-period outcome, \( y \), of the random variable, \( Y \), with likelihood function \( \ell(y, \mu, \sigma) \). The owner benefits from the
outcome and infers from it the likelihood that the manager is good. Based on this inference, the owner retains the manager for a second period or replaces him with a new manager hired at random for the second period. The set of realizations of \( Y \) that lead the owner to replace the manager is known as \( C \) — the critical region for the owner’s test of the manager’s abilities. While it is natural for \( C \) to be of the form that outcomes lower than \( y^* \) will result in the owner firing the manager, \( C \) can have other forms.

### 3.1. The nature and behavior of managers

A manager hired by the owner will always receive a one-period contract with a fixed and nonnegotiable payment. Managers will always prefer being employed by the owner to their next best alternative. As a result, the employed manager will make choices that maximize his chance of retention. To maximize their chance of retention, managers chose \( \sigma \) — the standard deviation of the process that generates the outcome, \( y \). The mean for a manager of type \( i \) choosing \( \sigma \) is given by a mean-standard deviation (m-sd) frontier, \( \mu_i(\sigma) \). The good agent’s frontier dominates that of the bad agent; for any given standard deviation, the good agent can achieve at least as high a mean as the bad agent. Both agent’s frontiers include a section with the maximum standard deviation achievable for a given mean called the inefficient section of the frontier. Usually ignored, it plays a critical role in what follows.

The examples in the paper depend upon normal likelihood, but the equilibrium concept depends only on \( \mu \) and \( \sigma \) being minimal sufficient statistics. One can show that managers do not choose points inferior to the frontier.\(^3\)

Taking the owner’s critical region as given, the manager will choose \( \sigma \) (and, therefore, \( \mu_i(\sigma) \)) to maximize her chance of retention or minimize her chance of being fired. Now, \( \ell(y|\mu_i(\sigma), \sigma) \) is the likelihood of outcome, \( y \), for choice, \( \sigma \), so its integral over outcomes in the critical region is the chance of being fired. Thus, the best reply to the owner’s \( C \) for agent of type \( i \) (G or B) is

\[
\sigma_i^* = \arg \min_{\sigma} \int_C \ell(y|\mu_i(\sigma), \sigma) \, dy. \tag{1}
\]

For simplicity, we will assume that the manager hired by the owner for the second period, unable to alter his own prospects, makes choices that maximize the owner’s expected utility. In our examples, we treat the case where utility is linear, so it is expected that income is maximized.

### 3.2. The behavior of the owner

For a given pair of managers’ choices, \( \sigma_G^* \) and \( \sigma_B^* \), the owner will choose a set, \( C \), that maximizes her expected utility over both periods. Since the owner chooses a manager at random for the first period, her first-period expected utility is

\[
P_G \int u(y) \ell(y|\mu_G(\sigma_G^*), \sigma_G^*) \, dy + P_B \int u(y) \ell(y|\mu_B(\sigma_B^*), \sigma_B^*) \, dy, \tag{2}
\]

\(^3\)This is proved as Theorem 1 in the working paper version of this paper, which is available from the authors.
where \( u(y) \) is the owner’s utility function. This expected first-period utility is completely determined by \( \sigma_G^* \) and \( \sigma_B^* \) — the choices of managers. It does not directly depend on the owner’s choice of \( C \). With first-period income determined by \( \sigma_G^* \) and \( \sigma_B^* \), which the owner takes as given, the owner maximizes the sum of her first- and second-period income by maximizing her second-period income.

The owner has a higher income with a good manager in the second period. Therefore, an owner replaces the manager when the Bayesian posterior belief (that is, after observing first-period \( y \)) that the manager is good is less than the population frequency of good managers. Let \( \theta_1 \) be the ratio of the owner’s posterior probability that the agent is good to her posterior probability that the agent is bad. Defining \( \theta_0 \) as \( P_G/P_B \), the ratio of population frequencies of good to bad managers, the owner’s rule for firing a manager is: replace the manager if \( \theta_0 > \theta_1 \).\(^4\) By Bayes’ rule,

\[
\frac{\theta_1}{\theta_0} = \frac{\ell(y|\mu_G(\sigma_G^*), \sigma_G^*)}{\ell(y|\mu_B(\sigma_B^*), \sigma_B^*)}.
\]

Therefore, the realizations of \( Y \) for which the manager will be replaced are those for which the ratio of likelihood functions given above is less than 1. The owner’s best reply to \( \sigma_G^* \) and \( \sigma_B^* \) will be

\[
C^* = \left\{ y \mid 1 > \frac{\ell(y|\mu_G(\sigma_G^*), \sigma_G^*)}{\ell(y|\mu_B(\sigma_B^*), \sigma_B^*)} \right\}. \quad (4)
\]

The choice of critical region is independent of the form of the owner’s utility function. With and only with the assumption of costless replacement, the choice of \( C \) is also independent of the frequency of good agents in the population.

3.3. Equilibrium

The set of strategies \( \{C^*, \sigma_G^*, \sigma_B^*\} \) described above are a perfect Bayesian Nash equilibrium because each agent makes the best response to the other agent’s strategy, information is inferred from Bayes’ rule, and the owner’s desired strategy in the second period is the same as her desired strategy in the first period. This last point depends upon two facts: (1) the owner’s critical region maximizes her second-period payoff (her payoff in the game beginning in the second period) as well as the sum of her two-period payoffs and (2) the managers make no strategic choice in the second period.\(^5\) Thus, with the context of Nash games, the owner could not do better than the perfect Bayesian equilibrium if she could announce a response in the first period and commit to it. An alternative equilibrium concept would be for the owner to be a Stackleberg leader.

---

\(^4\)The replacement criteria, when there is a cost to replacing the manager, is given in the working paper version of this paper, which is available from the authors.

\(^5\)See Fudenberg and Tirole (1993, p. 325) for perfect Bayesian equilibria in this type of game.
4. Four types of equilibria

There are four different types of perfect Bayesian equilibria supported by the model in Section 3 when \( Y \) is distributed normally: 6 (1) Good managers display conservatism while bad managers display recklessness. This is the equilibrium that we have characterized as endgame behavior, and a graphical and analytic analysis of this case is presented in this section. The remaining types of equilibrium are shown to be possible by numerical examples. (2) Managers of both types display managerial conservatism, choosing strategies with less-than-maximal mean and on the efficient side of their m-sd frontier. (3) Managers of both types display managerial ‘recklessness,’ choosing strategies on the inefficient side of their frontiers. (4) Managers of both types make the same choice and, therefore, display herd behavior.

4.1. Endgame

An example of endgame behavior is given by the assumption of normality and the following m-sd frontiers:

\[
\mu_G = b\sigma_G - \sigma_G^2 \quad \text{and} \quad \mu_B = \sigma_B - \sigma_B^2. \tag{5}
\]

Assume that the critical region, \( C \), is an interval of the form \([{-\infty}, y^*]\). Later, it will be demonstrated that this is, indeed, true for this class of examples. Letting \( \Phi(\cdot) \) be the standard normal cumulative distribution function, the likelihood of performance \( y^* \) or less is given by \( \Phi(z) \), where \( z=(y^*-\mu)/\sigma \).

The manager will choose the value of \( \sigma \) that minimizes the probability of his being fired, \( \Phi(z) \). Since \( \Phi \) is a monotonic increasing transformation of \( z \), choosing \( \sigma \) to minimize \( \Phi \) is the same as choosing \( \sigma \) to minimize \( z \). Substituting the values for managers’ means given by Eq. (5), the managers’ choice problems are

\[
\sigma_G^* = \arg \min_{\sigma_G} \frac{y^* - b\sigma_G + \sigma_G^2}{\sigma_G}, \tag{6a}
\]

\[
\sigma_B^* = \arg \min_{\sigma_B} \frac{y^* - \sigma_B + \sigma_B^2}{\sigma_B}. \tag{6b}
\]

Setting the derivatives of Eqs. (6a) and (6b) equal to 0 and solving for \( \sigma^* \), we find that both types of managers’ optimal choice is to set \( \sigma^* \) equal to \( (y^*)^{1/2} \). As a result, \( \mu_G^*=b(y^*)^{1/2}-y^* \) and \( \mu_B^*=(y^*)^{1/2}-y^* \). Since both managers choose the same value for \( \sigma^* \) (and two normal likelihoods with the same standard deviation cross only once), there is only one value of \( Y \), \( y^* \), where the ratio of likelihood functions is equal to 1 and the critical region is of the form \([-\infty, y^*]\).

---

6 In the working paper version of this paper, the possible equilibria with a normal distribution for \( y \) are shown to be of exactly three types: (1) Endgame: \( \sigma_G \leq \sigma_B \), \( \mu_G \geq \mu_B \), no bad (good) managers on the efficient (inefficient) portion of their m-sd frontiers. (2) Managerial conservatism and herding: \( \sigma_G \leq \sigma_B \), \( \mu_G \geq \mu_B \), no managers on the inefficient portion of their m-sd frontiers. (3) Reckless: \( \sigma_G \geq \sigma_B \), \( \mu_G \geq \mu_B \), no bad manager on the efficient portion of his m-sd frontier.
From Eq. (4), the owner’s choice of $y^*$ must be at the point where $\ell_R/\ell_B = 1$. Setting the normal likelihood functions for both types of managers equal to one another, substituting $(y^*)^{1/2}$ for $\sigma^*$, and simplifying, the equation for $y^*$ is

$$[b(y^*)^{1/2} - 2y^*] = [(y^*)^{1/2} - 2y^*]^2.$$

Solving Eq. (7) for $y^*$, we find that $y^*=(b+1)^2/16$ and $\sigma^*=(b+1)/4$. Substituting this value of $\sigma^*$ into Eq. (5), we find that the mean for a bad manager is $(2b-b^2+3)/16$ while the mean for a good manager is $(6b-b^2+7)/16$. Evaluated at $b=2$, the probability that a good manager will be retained is 0.81 while the probability that a bad manager will be retained is 0.19.

Managers’ decision-making process can readily be represented graphically in m-sd space. This equilibrium is illustrated in Fig. 1 for the case of $b=2$. The m-sd frontiers for both managers are the curves that start at 0 and end at 1 for the bad manager and 2 for the good manager. The manager is indifferent between those choices of $\mu$ and $\sigma$ for which the probability of being fired is the same. Therefore, the manager’s indifference curves are the combinations of $\mu$ and $\sigma$ that produce the same value of $z$,

$$\mu = -z\sigma + y^*.$$

In the diagram, these indifference curves are labeled I. All of the indifference curves converge at the point where $\mu=y^*$ and $\sigma=0$. At this point, $z$ is undefined. From this point, the indifference curves fan out, with $I_3$ preferred to $I_2$ preferred to $I_1$. Managers choose the point on their m-sd frontier tangent to the indifference curve. As drawn, $\sigma^*=3/4$ for both agents while $\mu_G=15/16$ and $\mu_B=3/16$ at the points of tangency. In this example, both types
of managers have chosen the same level of standard deviation, but good managers have a higher mean than bad managers. Good managers are on the efficient portion of their m-sd frontiers while bad managers are on the inefficient portion of their m-sd frontiers. The bad manager has taken the maximum standard deviation for given mean, which is an example of endgame behavior.

An interesting characteristic of the model is that an increase in the ability of good managers has an ambiguous effect on EY over both periods. Assuming that $b=2$, and calculating the resulting values for first- and second-period mean returns for both types of managers as well as their probabilities of survival, we find that EY over both periods is equal to $1.53P_G+0.44$.

Now, let us assume that there is an increase in the ability of good managers so that $b=3$. By calculating the resulting values for first- and second-period returns and probabilities of survival, we find that EY over both periods equals $4.17P_G+0.08$.

Comparing these results, we see that EY’s relationship to the value of $b$ depends critically on the value of $P_G$. If $P_G<0.125$, then an increase in the ability of good managers from $b=2$ to $b=3$ lowers EY over both periods. If $P_G>0.125$, then an increase in the ability of good managers from $b=2$ to $b=3$ raises EY over both periods.

The intuition behind this is that increases in the ability of good managers force bad managers into taking ever-more-desperate gambles. This can offset all of the other benefits of the increase in ability. When the value of $b$ is raised from 2 to 3, the managers’ choice of $\sigma$ increases from 3/4 to 1. As a result, $\mu_B$ declines from 3/16 to 0 while $\mu_G$ increases from 15/16 to 2. The expected second-period return for good managers, $\mu_{G2}$, increases from 1 to 2.25 while $\mu_{B2}$ is unchanged. The probability that a good manager will be retained following observation of first-period results increases from 0.81 to 0.84 while the probability of bad managers’ retention falls from 0.19 to 0.16. If bad managers are far more common than good managers, the first-period decline in mean return for them outweighs the first-period gain in mean return for good managers. Since good managers are rare, increases in their second-period mean return or in the probability that good (bad) managers are retained (replaced) hardly matter. Replacing a bad manager is meaningless if his replacement is almost inevitably just as bad a manager.

4.2. Conservatism

Let the m-sd frontiers of the two managers be

$$\mu_G = 2\left(\sigma_G - \sigma_G^2\right) \quad \text{and} \quad \mu_B = \sigma_B - \sigma_B^2. \quad (9)$$

The following perfect Bayesian equilibria was found by numerical methods: The owner sets $C=\{(-\infty, 0.114] \cup [0.483, \infty)\}$. Here, $C$ is two disjoint intervals. As before, managers who perform poorly are fired. Now, managers whose $y \geq 0.483$ are also fired. This is because the good managers have low standard deviations and, therefore, are less likely than bad managers who have high standard deviations to have both very low and very high outcomes. In other words, a very high outcome, while being desirable in and of itself, is most likely to have come from a bad agent who was taking extreme risks and should be fired. The managers’ choices are to set $\sigma_G=0.128$ and $\sigma_B=0.181$. As a result of these choices, $\mu_G=0.223$ and $\mu_B=0.148$. The probability that a good manager gets rehired is 0.782 while the probability
of a bad manager getting rehired is 0.543. The likelihood functions for the two managers are equal when $y$ is 0.114 and 0.483, completing the equilibrium. The equilibrium shows conservatism since both managers’ $(\mu, \sigma)$ choices are on the efficient portion of their m-sd frontiers. The good manager has chosen a lower level of standard deviation than the bad manager, and $\mu_G > \mu_B$.

4.3. Herding

Let the frontiers be given by Eq. (5). If both types of manager set $\mu$ and $\sigma$ equal to 0, the result is herding behavior similar to that of Scharfstein and Stein (1990). In this equilibrium, $C^* = (\infty, -y^*) \cup [y^*, \infty)$. Given this critical region, agents will set $\mu$ and $\sigma$ equal to 0. If agents do so, the owner will have no reason to alter her choice of $C$. The owner is not well served by this equilibrium.

4.4. Reckless

Again, let the m-sd-frontiers be Eq. (5). The owner chooses $C^* = (-1.36, 1.36)$. Both managers maximize their probability of being outside of $C$ by choosing their maximum-attainable standard deviation $-\sigma_G = 2$ and $\sigma_B = 1$ and $\mu_i = 0$. The $C^*$ is one of many best responses to this choice of $\sigma_i$, completing the equilibrium. In this equilibrium $\sigma_G > \sigma_B$, $\mu_G > \mu_B$, and no manager is on the efficient portion of his m-sd frontier. The owner is ill served by this equilibrium, and one presumes that a real system would coordinate on one of the first two types of equilibrium.

The herding and reckless examples show that there are multiple equilibria in this model.

5. Conclusion

We have shown how relatively capable managers, influenced by reputational concerns, will behave in a manner that owners regard as overly cautious while less-capable managers, influenced by the same reputational concerns, will behave in a manner that owners regard as overly aggressive. We call equilibria in which such behavior is seen endgame equilibria. Such behavior is likely to take place in a wide variety of real-world managerial settings. In these settings managers unobservably choose investments or business strategies that, combined with their level of ability, generate a stochastic stream of profits. The realization of the profit stream is then used to draw inferences regarding manager ability.

Given that the owner’s interest is in the maximization of profits, the equilibrium behavior described in Section 3 is costly. Bad (good) managers sacrifice mean profits in order to increase (lower) the standard deviation of profits. Furthermore, the equilibrium behavior of managers would not be affected if, rather than profit maximization, owners were interested in maximizing some reasonable utility function. This is because the point where the ratio of likelihood functions equals 1 would remain unchanged regardless of the owner’s utility function. As long as managers choose the same value for $\sigma^*$, the owner’s best response, regardless of their utility functions, remains the same.

In this paper, we severely constrained the contract choices that owners could offer managers. The only type of contract possible lasted a single period and involved a fixed payment.
This allowed us to greatly simplify the model’s presentation and permitted us to focus on the incongruity between owner and manager preferences. The design of appropriate contractual mechanisms aimed at mitigating endgame-type problems, as well as the influence of such behavior on firms’ decisions regarding capital structure, remains for future research.

In considering the design of contractual mechanisms aimed at mitigating endgame behavior, it should be appreciated that, unlike standard contingent contracting models, owners attempting to mitigate this type of agency effect may prefer managers to be more, rather than less, risk averse. The reason for this is obvious. In typical contingent contracting, the efficacy of the contract is limited by the degree of manager risk aversion. Owners, assumed to be risk neutral, always wish that managers would be less risk averse and, hence, more willing to accept a share of a stochastic stream of profits. After all, the greater the degree to which manager compensation is tied to profits, the better the alignment of manager and owner preferences.

In the endgame model, however, bad managers behave too aggressively. These managers may not be so willing to sacrifice mean profits in order to increase the standard deviation of profits if they are sharing in those profits. The desire of managers to raise mean income will induce more cautious behavior while the desire to avoid risks will further increase the degree of caution chosen in making decisions regarding the mean and standard deviation of profits. This is exactly what owners want. Hence, depending on the frequency of good and bad managers, owners may see manager risk aversion as facilitating, rather than hindering, the design of contractual mechanisms aimed at reducing the incongruity of preferences between owners and managers.
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